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Abstract
Maass, Jaclyn K. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. August 2017. Optimizing Retrieval
Practice Scheduling to Promote Transfer. Major Professor: Philip I. Pavlik Jr, Ph.D.
The testing effect, or benefit of practicing the retrieval of information, has been shown to be
effective in enhancing retention and transfer of information. As research on the testing effect
transitions from a traditional cognitive psychology laboratory design to educational and
classroom applications, additional questions about the optimal scheduling need to be
investigated. The current study compared the influence of ordering and spacing of different types
of questions during retrieval practice with a 2 (ordering: definition to example or example to
definition) x 2 (spacing: item types paired or item types blocked) between-subjects design. This
resulted in four retrieval practice conditions: Paired D-E, Paired E-D, Blocked D-E, and Blocked
E-D. Each scheduling condition was supported by different lines of research including multiple
representations, comparison/analogies, cognitive complexity, and concreteness fading. Definition
and example questions were created to practice 16 introductory research methods concepts.
Participants were randomly assigned to one of the four practice conditions and returned after 48
hours to complete a transfer posttest. Results indicated that pairing item types during practice
increased the likelihood of integration of the multiple representations (i.e., item types). Grouping
practice by the item types (i.e., the Blocked conditions) showed some detriment to transfer
performance, especially when definitions were practiced first. Practicing definitions before
examples showed negative effects in the participants’ ability to answer novel example items.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Educators in higher education want students to not only remember the information being
taught (retention), but also to be able to apply that information in new contexts (transfer). One
method that has received much attention by both cognitive scientists and educational researchers
alike is the testing effect. The testing effect is a relatively consistent finding that practicing
retrieval of information (i.e., quizzing) is beneficial to longer term retention (Agarwal, Karpicke,
Kang, Roediger III, & McDermott, 2008; Carrier & Pashler, 1992; Roediger III & Karpicke,
2006), and in some cases, transfer (Chan, McDermott, & Roediger III, 2006; Nguyen &
McDaniel, 2015; Roediger III, Agarwal, McDaniel, & McDermott, 2011). Some of the original
research (Thompson, Wenger, & Bartling, 1978) on the testing effect implemented experimental
designs, methods, and material typical of cognitive psychology experiments (i.e., high internal
validity, conducted in laboratory settings, using word lists or paired associate learning, and
measuring verbatim recall). However, more recently, educational researchers have begun to
investigate whether the testing effect transfers to the classroom. To do so, researchers have
begun using more educationally relevant or authentic materials such as journal articles (e.g.,
Kang, McDermott, & Roediger III, 2007) and textbook chapters (e.g., Wooldridge, Bugg,
McDaniel, & Liu, 2014) to increase the generalizability of the results from the lab into the
classroom. Although a recent meta-analysis (Adesope, Trevisan, & Sundararajan, 2017) still
suggests that the majority of testing effect research is conducted in the lab, there is a growing
number of studies being conducted in more authentic environments including online (McDaniel,
Anderson, Derbish, & Morrisette, 2007) and in-person classrooms (McDaniel, Thomas, Agarwal,
McDermott, & Roediger III, 2013). This meta-analysis also found that the classroom-based
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research had equivalent effect sizes compared to testing effect research conducted in a controlled
laboratory setting, which suggests that the testing effect can indeed be replicated in the
classroom (Adesope et al., 2017).
Although research has shown the testing effect can transfer from the lab to the classroom,
there is also the issue of whether the benefit of retrieval practice can transfer to novel questions
at a final assessment. Much of the earlier research on the testing effect used only final
assessments items that were verbatim repetitions of the questions previously practiced (Agarwal
et al., 2008; Butler & Roediger III, 2007, 2008). When researchers use assessment items that are
not identical to those practice, there are very mixed results. Some researchers have found that
retrieval practice can benefit previously unpracticed questions (e.g., Chan et al., 2006; Nguyen &
McDaniel, 2015; Roediger III et al., 2011; Roediger III & Karpicke, 2006; Rohrer, Taylor, &
Sholar, 2010). However, several studies have found no benefit of retrieval practice when posttest
items are novel and no prompts or hints are provided to induce recall of the previously practiced
questions (Anderson, Bjork, & Bjork, 2000; Mayer et al., 2009; Wooldridge et al., 2014). The
lack of consistent transfer results suggests that more research is needed before conclusions can
be drawn regarding the influence of retrieval practice on transfer.
At its most basic level, the testing effect requires two components: a question and a
student generated answer. Before an answer can be retrieved or constructed, a question must be
asked. The questions serve as the key source of content in testing effect and retrieval practice
research. Different types or depths of questions may serve as multiple representations of a single
concept relationship or functional application that students must integrate to form a more
complete understanding of the concept at hand and its procedural affordances (Bodemer & Faust,
2006). The benefit of using more than one representation during learning is not limited to the
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content of retrieval practice. The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (Mathematics,
2000) have strongly recommended the use of several ways to represent and teach algebra
concepts (i.e., numerically, graphically, algebraically, and descriptively). Showing such
representations simultaneously is also recommended to aid learners in making connections
between the representations to create a more robust understanding of the concept overall.
Bodemer and Faust (2006) also recommend the use of several types of representations,
suggesting that learning from a single representation cannot fully capture the intricacies of a
concept nor lead to a complete mental representation of said concept. Likewise, Gentner,
Loewenstein, and Thompson (2003) have suggested that teaching by comparing multiple
examples should lead to the learner creating a more abstract schema or understanding of the
content. Research on the use of single or multiple representations during learning has
consistently found a benefit for the use of multiple representations during learning or practice
(e.g., Ainsworth, Bibby, & Wood, 2002; Goldstone & Son, 2005).
In addition to the issue of what questions to ask, the order these questions are presented
may also be of importance. This emphasis on the order or progression of learning is not novel;
early cognitive development researchers such as Piaget and Vgotsky emphasized the progressive
“stages” of development that a person goes through.
Piaget (1964) posited that learners needed a basic idea or schema upon which to add new
information or edit pre-existing information. This implies that there is a necessary starting point
upon which additional knowledge can be gained (i.e., an order that should be followed).
Vygotsky (1980), added to this, suggesting that a learner is only ready to learn a new concept
when the learner has reached a certain point, called a zone of proximal development. In other
words, a learner must build up toward a more complex understanding. According to this theory,
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an order must be followed such that basic skills must be mastered before more complex skills or
knowledge can be obtained.
Expanding on theories of a zone of proximal development, educational data mining
research has likewise suggested several relatively discrete states of knowledge or understanding
in which a person can be situated based on his/her level of mastery (Falmagne, Cosyn, Doignon,
& Thiéry, 2004). The learner is deemed ready to move on to another topic once a specified level
of mastery has been achieved in the current knowledge state. Again, this implies that the order in
which things are taught is indeed an important aspect of education, and should be given
consideration when scheduling retrieval practice. For example, Rau and colleagues have
previously investigated the effect of the order or sequence of different dimensions and types of
representations in learning elementary mathematics. They found some support for interleaving
the multiple (graphical) representations (Rau, Aleven, & Rummel, 2011), but perhaps more
substantial support for interleaving the task the learner is performing, such as comparing
fractions, identifying fractions within graphical representations, and/or adding fractions (Rau,
Aleven, & Rummel, 2013). More recently, their work has moved from only virtual
representations (i.e., on a computer screen), to also include sequencing of practice with virtual
graphical representations and physical objects in learning chemistry (Rau, Wu, & Schuberth,
2016).
The current work begins with this the assumption that practice with multiple item types is
beneficial, based on the research previously discussed, and seeks to explore how different types
of questions should be scheduled during retrieval practice. We address this issue by comparing
four schedules of retrieval practice with definition and example questions on research
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methodology content. There are several lines of research, each discussed in more detail below,
which would suggest each of the schedules as the best option for learning.
Item Type/ Question Depth
There are several theories and schemas for classifying questions. Questions may be
labeled based on the cognitive effort or depth of processing required to answer, the amount or
type of content knowledge required to successfully answer, or the apparent surface features of
the question as perceived by the learner. The first of these, depth of processing, refers to the
amount or depth of the cognitive processing required for a successful response. A “deeper” level
of processing is perhaps most notably defined by Craik and Lockhart (1972) as “a greater degree
of semantic or cognitive analysis” (p. 675). For example, the question “Who is Vincent van
Gogh?” requires a different amount and kind of understanding of the subject matter than the
question “How are the techniques or styles of Vincent van Gogh’s pieces different than those of
Salvador Dali’s?” In order to successfully answer the second question, you must have a more indepth or deeper understanding of the two artists. Research suggests that this increased cognitive
or retrieval effort, whether it is due to some forgetting at the time of a send practice trial (E. L.
Bjork & Bjork, 2011; Glover & Corkill, 1987) or having less cues available to aid in recall
(McDaniel et al., 2007; Pyc & Rawson, 2009), can enhance the testing effect (i.e., increase long
term retention and transfer)
Three of the most notable taxonomies or schemes for classifying the depth or quality of
questions are the Graesser-Person-Huber (GPH) scheme (Graesser, Person, & Huber, 1992),
Mosenthal’s Taxonomy (1996), and Bloom’s Taxonomy (Bloom, Englehart, Furst, Hill, &
Krathwohl, 1956). Each of these schemes are concerned with classifying questions or text based
on different characteristics. In the GPH scheme taxonomy (1994), questions are classified
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according to the amount and complexity of information required for a correct or full answer. This
is slightly different than the method for classifying content according to Bloom’s Taxonomy
(Bloom et al., 1956) or Craik and Lockhart’s Depth of Processing Theory (Craik & Lockhart,
1972), which are based on the cognitive processes or capabilities required to retrieve answers for
such questions. Mosenthal’s Taxonomy is possibly unique in its methodology for classifying
questions based on their level of abstractness. However, Graesser has suggested that abstractness
is likely related to depth (Graesser & Person, 1994).
As Bloom’s Taxonomy (Bloom et al., 1956) is perhaps the most well-known hierarchy of
levels of cognitive complexity in educational tasks or objectives, it will serve as the question
classification system referenced herein. Although it may be worth noting that all three
taxonomies previously mentioned are have been shown to be significantly correlated with each
other (Graesser, Ozuru, & Sullins, 2010). Per Bloom’s Taxonomy, the lower, or first, educational
goals begin with learners having knowledge of specific facts and/or definitions, as well as
knowledge of broader abstractions, principles, or theories. This “Knowledge” category is the
basis upon which the rest of the hierarchy, which increases in cognitive complexity as it
continues, is built. The original taxonomy includes the following levels, some of which contain
subcategories, as seen in Appendix A: 1) Knowledge, 2) Comprehension, 3) Application, 4)
Analysis, 5) Synthesis, and 6) Evaluation. In describing his taxonomy, Bloom et al. (1956)
explain that the lower levels are inherently contained within each of the higher levels. In this
way, the levels of the hierarchy are cumulative in nature; therefore, a higher level of
understanding cannot exist without first obtaining a lower level of understanding. For example,
one cannot meaningfully Apply a concept (the third level of Bloom’s Taxonomy), without first
having Knowledge of the definition and constraints of said concept (the first level of Bloom’s
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Taxonomy). Referring to the previous example, one must first know who Van Gogh and Dali are
(less complex pieces of information) before being able to compare the techniques of the two
artists (a more complex task).
Bloom (1956) provides examples of the types of questions that would be included at each
level. Definition questions such as, “What is the definition of X,” are categorized as Knowledge
of Specifics (Objective level 1.1). Example questions such as, “Which concept is shown in the
following real-world scenario…” would likely be classified as an Application question
(Objective level 3), as this category includes presenting the learner with a fictional situation in
which a concept is embedded and applying scientific principles to new situations or contexts. It
is possible that such an example question would be classified as a Translation question
(Objective level 2.1) which refers to the ability to translate between abstract and concrete
terminology or contexts. Whether these example questions are categorized under the second or
third level, the key point is that per Bloom’s Taxonomy, such an example question would be
classified as higher in the taxonomy (i.e., more complex) than a definition or purely factual
question. Based on this cumulative nature of the taxonomy, instruction should presumably begin
with a definition or factual question (a lower level of cognitive complexity/ knowledge), before
moving to an example or application question (a higher level of complexity or understanding).
The theories discussed thus far have viewed these questions in terms of the different
levels of knowledge being retrieved or cognitive effort being used, but viewing the content in
this way is perhaps overly influenced by our expertise. Experts are much more likely than
novices to spend time categorizing a problem or question before answering it (Chi, Glaser, &
Farr, 2014), and novices tend to view and sort problems based on substantially different features
(Bissonnette et al., 2017; Gick & Holyoak, 1980, 1983). Several studies have found that novices
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either sort items based on contextual details (Chi, Feltovich, & Glaser, 1981; Chi et al., 2014),
are unable to see past dissimilarities in surface details (Gick & Holyoak, 1980, 1983), and/or fail
to make spontaneous comparisons or even notice analogous situations when specific descriptive
details in the scenario differ (Gentner, Loewenstein, Thompson, & Forbus, 2009).
Concreteness Fading
The distinction between a concrete versus abstract question is best illustrated with an
example from elementary mathematics. Koedinger and Nathan (2004) describe context as
embedding arithmetic equations in a cognitive context which would cue situational prior
knowledge. In a simple example, in a word problem such as “Henry bought 4 action figures.
Charlie bought 3 action figures. How many more action figures does Henry have?”, the student
would have previous real-world knowledge of what an action figure is, cueing that as a context
in which to place the abstract mathematical equation of “4 – 3.” Using reference to a concrete
object (e.g., action figures), gives the student something solid to consider rather than the less
tangible numerical components. Mosenthal’s (1996) question classification, which judges
questions based on levels of abstractness, defines concreteness similarly. According to this
scheme, which consists of five levels from most concrete to most abstract. This system defines
concreteness as having explicit reference to either a specific person, thing, or action, or reference
to an action, attribute, or amount that can be objectively observed. Depending on the field of
research, several terms are used to refer to the same concept (i.e., concrete, context, situation)
and may be used interchangeably from herein.
Concreteness fading, originally introduced by (Bruner, 1966), suggests that information
should be taught in a way that begins with concrete or grounded information and transitions or
scaffolds into more abstract or idealized ideas or theories. Due to novice learners’ over-reliance
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on surface or contextual details in instructional materials as previously discussed, researchers
(e.g., Koedinger, Alibali, & Nathan, 2008; Nathan, 1998) have suggested that concreteness
fading was particularly helpful as it better enabled the learners to successfully generalize
contextualized information into a more abstract or formal understanding. Similar conclusions
have been echoed in more recent work (e.g., Fyfe, McNeil, Son, & Goldstone, 2014; McNeil &
Fyfe, 2012). However, some research suggest that one of the potential drawbacks of concreteness
fading is that learners may become dependent on such concrete details and fail to transfer
knowledge to related but seemingly dissimilar circumstances (Goldstone & Son, 2005).
The converse of concreteness fading, in which concrete examples are presented after the
abstract representations, is referred to as concreteness introduction. This line of research would
result in a suggestion for the same practice schedule as Bloom’s Taxonomy. Goldstone and Son
(2005) conducted a study which directly compared concreteness fading, concreteness
introduction, and two conditions which used either types of materials exclusively (i.e., using only
concrete materials or only abstract materials). Participants worked in concrete and/or abstract
computer simulations about the principle of “competitive specialization,” referred to as the “Ants
and Food” simulation, and were then tested with a pattern recognition transfer task. Performance
on the (transfer) pattern recognition task was significantly better for those who were in the
concreteness fading condition during the “Ants and Food” simulation than any of the other three
conditions (Experiment 1). These results, as well as a systematic review of concreteness fading
conducted by Fyfe et al. (2014), demonstrate a distinct advantage for beginning with concrete
materials, followed by more abstract materials. In the context of the current experimental
materials, example questions would be considered more concrete- therefore concreteness fading
would suggest practice of examples before definitions. This would be a distinctly different order
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than that based on Bloom’s hierarchy, discussed previously, which would suggest practice of
definitions before practice of examples (as defined in the current experimental materials).
Comparing Representations
We believe that work regarding the use of multiple representations during instruction
could offer insight into how to schedule different item types. We might consider the item types
to function as multiple representations in that the different question types are different ways to
represent the same information or concept. There is some evidence that item types function as
distinct entities; recent research has shown that practice with either factual or applied questions
does not transfer to the other question type (Maass & Pavlik Jr, under review). This may suggest
that learners are not able to see similarities across question types. Work by Chi et al. (1981) may
also support the notion of these different questions functioning as different representations; their
results showed that novices sort items based on surface similarities and often fail to see that two
contextually dissimilar instances refer to the same concept. On the surface, different item types
(e.g., definition and example questions) can look quite different, and students would likely not
spontaneously see the connection (i.e., that they represent the same concept).
Research suggests that using multiple representations is beneficial because it encourages
the learner to make comparisons between the representations, building a more robust
understanding of the concept as a whole (Kilpatrick, Swafford, & Findell, 2001; Kozma, Russell,
Jones, Marx, & Davis, 1996; Rau, Aleven, & Rummel, 2009; Siegler et al., 2010; Steiner &
Stoecklin, 1997; Yerushalmy, 1991). However, studies done with multiple representations have
also shown that students, especially novices, often struggle to do so (e.g., Ainsworth et al., 2002;
Tabachneck, Koedinger, & Nathan, 1994). Analogy research has likewise shown that students
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often fail to see or make connections between different examples or contexts unless they are
prompted (Gentner et al., 2009).
Since students do not typically make spontaneous comparisons, research by Rau and
colleagues presents the different representations consecutively, while prompting the students to
explain or compare the representations (Rau et al., 2009; Rau, Michaelis, & Fay, 2015).
Although Rau’s research often involves multiple graphic representations, we believe that the
same processes may hold for two different text representations (i.e., the different item types). If
our item types do function similarly to multiple representations (or to the materials used in
analogy-making research), it may be optimal to schedule practice of different question types
consecutively to aid in learners seeing and making comparisons, similar to some of Rau’s work
(Rau et al., 2009, 2011; Rau et al., 2015). Further, Rau and colleagues have previously
investigated the importance of ordering and scheduling of multiple representations that are
presented during practice (Rau et al., 2013; Rau, Aleven, Rummel, & Rohrbach, 2012; Rau et al.,
2016). While the specific schedules of practice in Rau’s work are not necessarily translatable to
the current work, it does suggest that this is an important topic to continue to research, and to
generalize beyond work specific to graphical representations. Unlike Rau, who implicitly
assumed that multiple representations need to be presented consecutively, we chose to contrast
spaced multiple representation tests with paired multiple representation tests. This novel
investigation thus elaborates the conditions under which multiple representations can be
expected to have a benefit.
Affect During Learning
From a learner’s perspective, details about the ordering of practice and its influence on
learning may not be of the upmost concern. The learner may be more concerned with how these
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schedules may or may not influence their current mood or affect. For instance, if a tutoring
system is shown to be very effective for increasing long term retention, but is frustrating for the
student to interact with, its incorporation into the classroom may be limited. Research supports
the importance of considering affect during learning (Barrett, 2009; Brosch, Pourtois, & Sander,
2010; Lazarus, 2000; Moors, 2009). Researchers have suggested that some of the most common
affects experienced during an effortful learning activity are boredom, confusion, curiosity,
happiness, and frustration (D'Mello, Lehman, & Person, 2010). Some relatively recent work has
suggested, perhaps counter-intuitively, that confusion may be beneficial to learning in some
circumstances (Craig, Graesser, Sullins, & Gholson, 2004; D'Mello, Lehman, Pekrun, &
Graesser, 2014; Graesser, D'Mello, Chipman, King, & Mcdaniel, 2007), but often only when the
learner works toward resolving the confusion. If the learner does not reach a successful
resolution, the confusion can have a negative impact by leading into frustration and sometimes
boredom (D'Mello & Graesser, 2010).
Although confusion and frustration are interrelated with each other, they can have
different impacts in learning scenarios, which is part of the reason why researchers have
suggested specifically investigating these affects separately rather than judging an overall
negative emotional state. Engagement and motivation have also been noted as affective states
that may play influential roles in learning (D'Mello et al., 2010; Lehman, Matthews, D'Mello, &
Person, 2008). Since research regarding affective states during complex learning is continuing to
expand, exploratory data is needed for additional research questions to be formulated.
Present Research
One of the goals of the current research is to begin to address the following research
question: What schedules of retrieval practice are optimal for learners to be able to transfer their
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knowledge? To answer this question, the schedules of practice were manipulated in an
experiment to compare ordering and spacing of two different item types: definition and example
questions. Based on the literature thus far discussed, several competing hypotheses can be tested
to illuminate how these questions should be ordered.
For example, based on Bloom’s Taxonomy, the best scheduling may be to begin practice
with less difficult or complex questions and move to more complex questions. Specifically, a
factual or definition question would need to be known or practiced before an applied example
question. However, concreteness fading research would suggest the opposite: items with more
concrete details (i.e., example questions that place the information in a real-world context)
should be practiced before more abstract items (i.e., definition questions that lack concrete
details).
Yet another suggestion for scheduling practice would come from research regarding how
multiple instances or representations are compared. This research would suggest since learners
often struggle to see similarities between different representations (i.e., see that the definition and
example items refer to the same concept), the items should be practiced close enough (in time) to
encourage this comparison or integration. In other words, blocking the practice between
definition and example items would discourage integration as one type would have to first be
recalled before it could be integrated with the current item type. The current work will compare
these suggested schedules of retrieval practice to determine which has the most impact on the
ability of participants to transfer their understanding at posttest.
To summarize, the following three competing theories were proposed and tested:
1) Pairing the definition and example questions will allow participants to form a
more connected mental model or understanding of the concept overall, based
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on comparison and multiple representation research. Pairing the two
representations (item types) will activate both in working memory, allowing
for a more integrated mental representation of the concept as a whole.
a. Based on past literature, there is no reason to believe there will be any
effect of the order of definition and example questions in the paired
condition, since both representations will be present in working
memory simultaneously.
2) Blocking will be the preferred spacing schedule according the following lines
of research:
a. Based on concreteness fading research, the Example to Definition
ordering under the blocked spacing condition will lead to more
learning, especially for novice learners.
b. Based on research regarding knowledge/question taxonomies, the
Definition to Example ordering under the blocked spacing condition
will lead to more learning was predicted to be preferable under the
blocked spacing condition.

In addition to investigating the influence of each schedule on transfer performance, this
work will also take the learner’s affect into account to answer the following supplemental
research questions: 1) Do the schedules of practice differentially influence learners’ affective
states such as confusion, motivation, and boredom? and 2) Is there a “lasting” effect of condition
such that participants in each condition are differentially affected by expected difficulties of the
transfer posttest? To explore how the conditions in the current experiment influence participants’
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affective states, self-report measures of current affective state will be included in this work.
Should one practice schedule prove to be more difficult (i.e., show significantly lower
performance), we predict a larger increase in confusion and frustration for that condition.
However, we expect that a more difficult practice schedule may show a benefit at posttest in
terms of performance and having less confusion and frustration following the posttest. In other
words, although a difficult condition causes confusion during practice, but the learners may be
better prepared for a difficult transfer posttest in terms of having less confusion and frustration
after the posttest than the other conditions. Self-report ratings for the affective states of boredom,
motivation, and engagement will also be collected to confirm there are no significant differences
between conditions (i.e., if one condition is significantly more boring, this may negatively
influence learning).
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Chapter 2
Methods
Participants
Two hundred and forty-one participants were recruited through Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk (MTurk) online data collection platform. Participants met the following requirements: at
least 18 years of age, a native English speaker, from the United States or Canada, and a reliable
MTurk worker (completed at least 100 MTurk tasks with at least a 95% approval rate). Each
MTurk worker was paid a total of $6 for participation: $3.50 for completion of the first session
and $2.50 upon completion of the second session. Two hundred and four participants returned
for the second session. A total of nine participants’ data were considered outliers and removed
from all analyses due to being 2.5 standard deviations above or below the mean on the posttest
score (n = 5) and/or number of timeouts1 throughout the experiment (n = 4), resulting in 195
participants with usable data.
Most participants reported being in the age ranges of 26-34 (n = 89) or 35-54 (n = 75).
Twenty-one participants were between 18 and 25, eight were between 55 and 64, and two were
older than 65 years of age. Distribution of males and females was relatively equal
(approximately 52% male). Most participants reported their highest level of education as “4-year
college degree/ Bachelors” (n = 84) or “Some college” (n = 62). Twenty-eight participants
reported their highest level of education as “High school or GED” and 16 reported having
obtained a graduate degree. Of those with at least some college, the four most common majors in
college were: computer science/ programming (n = 25), business administration (n = 23),
English/ English literature (n = 19), and psychology/ social sciences (n = 10).

1

A “timeout” occurred when a participant did not at least begin to enter a response within 60 seconds.
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Design
This experiment manipulates the scheduling of two types of items (definition and
example questions) during retrieval practice. Each of the conditions is based on scheduling
suggestions from the lines of research previously discussed. Two factors of scheduling are
manipulated: the order and spacing of the two item types. The definition and example questions
are either shown in a “Paired” (i.e., consecutive) manner or “Blocked” by item type. The order of
the item types is also manipulated, with either the definition(s) before the example(s), “D-E,” or
the example(s) before the definition (s), “E-D.” These factors are crossed, resulting in four
possible between-subject conditions: Paired D-E, Paired E-D, Blocked D-E, and Blocked E-D.
In the two Paired conditions, a concept is presented by a practice trial of one item type
followed immediately by a trial of the other item type for the same concept. The Paired
conditions follow the ordering suggestions assumed by research on analogies and multiple
representations. This tests the hypothesis that our item types function as multiple representations
of the same concept and that participants require assistance or prompting to see the connections
between these representations. Research regarding multiple representations does not offer a clear
suggestion as to which item type should be presented first in these pairings. Also, with such a
small temporal delay, both item types would likely be co-activated in working memory. For
these reasons, there is no reason to suggest that the order of item types (D-E or E-D) would be
significant for the Paired condition.
The other possible spacing of item types was in a “Blocked” manner, meaning all of one
item type are practiced before the other item type. The Blocked D-E and Blocked E-D conditions
are supported by different lines of research, which is condensed in Table 1. As discussed
previously, the definition and example items for this work would likely fall lower and higher in
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Bloom’s taxonomy respectively. As such, the taxonomy would suggest presenting all of the
definition items before the example items (Blocked D-E). Research on concreteness fading
suggests practice of concrete materials before practice of less concrete materials. For the current
experimental materials, the example items would be classified as more concrete, and would thus
support a Blocked E-D schedule2. Examples of how practice would be scheduled in each
condition are shown in Figure 1.
Table 1
Summary of the Four Between-Subject Conditions
Spacing

Order

Paired

D-E

Paired

E-D

Blocked

D-E

Blocked

E-D

Theory on which scheduling is based/
hypothesis being tested
Scheduling of item types should be based on theories of
comparing multiple representations.
‘’ ’’
Scheduling of item types should be based on theories of
cognitive complexity (and/or concreteness introduction).
Scheduling of item types should be based on theories of
concreteness fading.

Differences in spacing between trials of the same concept are controlled for across
conditions. In the Blocked conditions, the average spacing for each concept is four trials.
Although the Paired conditions will always have instances in which there are two consecutive
trials for a concept (i.e., a spacing of one), the next opportunity for a trial of that concept is (on
average) at a spacing of seven trials. Thus, the average spacing in the Paired conditions is also 4
trials.

2

While one could argue that concreteness fading is still evident in the Paired E-D condition because the more
concrete items are still practiced before the less concrete items, the prior literature on concreteness fading presents
schedules closer to the Blocked conditions, rather than going back and forth between concrete and abstract as in the
Paired conditions.
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Figure 1. Example schedules for each condition.
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Two forms of individual differences were measured: prior knowledge (via a pretest) and
current affective/motivational state (via self-report questions). The retrieval practice performance
served as a measure of the difficulty of each condition, which may be correlated with affective
ratings given after practice, but is not necessarily a suitable measure of learning. As work with
desirable difficulties suggests, it is often the conditions which create challenges for the student
during instruction or initial learning (leading to lower performance), that are the most beneficial
for retention and transfer (E. L. Bjork & Bjork, 2011; R. A. Bjork, 1994). This is perhaps
counter-intuitive, as we often use performance as a measure of understanding or learning.
However, desirable difficulties are meant to enhance retention over time and transfer of concepts
to new contexts, not to increase initial performance. For this reason, this dissertation focuses on
the performance on the (48- hour) delayed posttest, which assessed near and far transfer. The
“near” and “far” aspects of the transfer posttest refer to one task being closer, or more similar, to
the original task (i.e., the near transfer). The more different a task is from the original, the
“further” transfer it is considered (Barnett & Ceci, 2002).
The first dependent variable was the average proportion of correct answers on twelve
questions that were only different from those previously practiced in surface features. This
served as a measure of near transfer. It was considered a transfer task in that it was using a
new/unseen question. However, these posttest questions were merely rephrasings of the
definition and example questions seen during practice, making them “near” to the original
content.
The second dependent variable was a count of correct responses for the far transfer
questions (a total of six), which asked the participant to generate his/her own unique example to
demonstrate the key relationship for a concept studied during retrieval practice. This measure
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was considered “far” transfer of the original content because it was a distinctly different and
more generative question than participants had previously been asked. This question assessed a
higher-order understanding in that participants most likely first had to recall what the
relationship was between the key terms and then generate a new example demonstrating that
relationship.
It should be noted that the terms near and far transfer used are relative to the original task
of this experiment (i.e., the retrieval practice questions). The notion of transfer is ill-defined, but
Barnett and Ceci (2002) have categorized transfer based on several dimensions in terms of the
content and context of the transfer task. To clarify our use of the terms near and far transfer, we
can align them with the Barnett and Ceci classification system. Within the content dimension,
Barnett and Ceci further break down the concept of transfer in terms of a change in the
specificity of the skill or knowledge, a change the way performance is measured, and a change in
the memory demands of the task. Change in memory demands is likely the most appropriate
content dimension on which to classify transfer for the current work. According to this
framework, our near transfer task would involve little to no changes in memory demands.
However, our far transfer task, which requires participants to recognize the terms, recall their
relationship, and then generate their own example, would be considered a change in the recall
and execution of the content.
Barnett and Ceci (2002) also break down transfer along six factors within the context
dimension: knowledge domain, physical context, temporal context, functional context, social
context, and modality. The most relevant context factor for the current work is modality. Our
near transfer task would be considered the nearest form of modality transfer as the original task
and the posttest task are in the same format. Our far transfer task would be considered only
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slightly further along in the transfer scale, as it is in a similar but different format. Since transfer
is a notoriously difficult concept to operationally define, we provide this alignment to ground our
use of the terms, but simply refer to them as near and far transfer here after.
Materials
Our materials cover basic research methods and statistics concepts, comparable to the
content covered in an introductory level undergraduate research methods course. We refer to our
stimuli with the following terminology: concepts, relationships, definitions, and examples. We
separated this topic (introductory research methods) into a series of key concepts. A “concept”
refers to the relationship between two key terms. There were a total of 16 concepts, which were
separated into four sets of four interrelated concepts. The “interrelatedness” of the concepts in
each set refers to the use of overlapping key terms. This is depicted in Figure 2.A. We organized
the stimuli in this way in order to keep the natural overlap of key terms common to this domain
(to maintain external validity), but also keep the amount of overlap or repetition consistent
among key terms (to maintain internal validity).
Examples of actual experimental stimuli are provided in Table 2. Definition and example
questions were created for each concept. Since each concept is made up of two key terms, there
are two possible directions each definition and example question could have. For example, one
concept (about the relationship between the key terms: sample and population) is: a sample is a
subset of a population. The definition question would be, “What is the source of human subjects
from which a sample is chosen?” or “What is the name of the larger group from which you
would choose a sample?” Therefore, each definition and example question now has two possible
directions. We then created a total of four definition questions (two in each direction) and four
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example questions (two in each direction). Again, this is shown in Figure 2. The creation of four versions of each question was done in
order to reduce redundancy3.

Figure 2. Depiction of stimuli organization and example of random selection of items for pretest, practice, and posttest.
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Table 2
Example of Experimental Stimuli – One Set of Four Related Concepts
Concept

Question
Type

Direction 1

A sample is
a subset of a
population.

Definition

What is the source of
human subjects from
which a sample is
chosen? (population)

What is the name of
the larger group from
which you would
choose a sample?
(population)

The population is the
source of human
subjects from which
what group is selected?
(sample)

What is the name of the
smaller group of people
selected from a
population? (sample)

Example

Clients from Newland
Weight Clinic are
chosen as a sample of
people to participate in
a study about
Americans with
obesity. All Americans
with obesity would
represent which group?
(population)

To investigate
obesity in Canada, a
sample of clients
from a health clinic
complete several
surveys. Canadians
with obesity would
be considered which
group? (population)

Patients at Newland
Weight Clinic are
selected to participate
in a study about obesity
rates in the population
of American citizens.
Patients at Newland
Weight Clinic represent
which group? (sample)

To research obesity in
the population of
Canada, clients from a
weight-loss program
are asked to complete
several interviews. The
clients from the weightloss program would be
considered which
group? (sample)

Definition

What is the explanation
that a researcher
develops after testing
several related
hypotheses, called?
(theory)

What can you
develop to explain
your results after
repeatedly testing
related hypotheses?
(theory)

An experimenter
develops an
explanation called a
theory after testing
several predictions,
called? (hypotheses)

Before developing a
theory, you must find
support for several
related _________.
(hypotheses)

A theory
can be
developed
after testing
several
related
hypotheses.

Direction 2
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Table 2 (Continued)
Concept

A
hypothesis is
a prediction
about the
results you
expect from
your sample.

Question
Type

Direction 1

Direction 2

Example

A scientist tests several
hypotheses about the
cause of high
cholesterol. After
finding enough support,
the scientist gives an
explanation for why
people develop high
cholesterol. What is the
scientific term for this
explanation?

After Dr. Melvin
conducts several
experiments with
similar hypotheses
about the cause of
high cholesterol, he
is able to publish an
idea describing these
results. What is the
scientific term for
this descriptive idea?
(theory)

A doctor has created a
theory to explain the
cause of high
cholesterol after
finding support for
his/her initial
expectations in several
studies. What is the
scientific term for
his/her initial
expectations?
(hypotheses)

Dr. Su created her
theory to explain the
results of several
experiments on high
cholesterol, which all
found support for her
original predictions.
What is the scientific
term for her original
predictions?
(hypotheses)

Definition

A prediction, or
hypothesis, about the
outcome of some
treatment is tested with
the people in what
group? (sample)

A hypothesis is an
educated guess about
experimental results
obtained from what
group of people?
(sample)

What is the prediction
regarding the outcome
of an experiment with
your sample called?
(hypothesis)

A _______ or educated
guess, is made about
the results from a
sample. (hypothesis)

Example

Dr. Newland gathers
people from his
neighborhood to test
his hypothesis,
educated guess, that a
yoga exercise program
will help lower people's
blood pressure. The

Dr. Su's hypothesis
predicts that the
cause of high blood
pressure is a specific
gene. Dr. Su
conducts a study
with ten mice to test
the influence of this

Dr. Newland makes an
educated guess that an
exercise regimen
including yoga will
lower blood pressure,
so he gathers a sample
of people from his
neighborhood to

Dr. Su conducts a study
with a sample of mice
to test the effect of a
specific gene on blood
pressure. His original
assumption is that the
gene will be associated
with increased blood
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Table 2 (Continued)
Concept

A theory is
an
explanation
meant to
generalize
the results
of a study to
the larger
population.

Question
Type

Direction 1

Direction 2

people in his
neighborhood would be
considered what group?
(sample)

gene. The ten mice
make up which
group? (sample)

conduct a study. What
is the scientific term for
his educated guess?
(hypothesis)

pressure. What is the
scientific term for his
original assumption?
(hypothesis)

Definition

A theory is an
explanation meant to
generalize the results of
a study to what group
of people? (population)

We often attempt to
explain results of a
study with a theory,
that can hold true for
the general _______.
(population)

What is the explanation
of results called that we
generalize to a
population? (theory)

A _______ describes
results of a study which
are likely also true for
the population at large.
(theory)

Example

Sue conducted studies
in her home town about
environmental
influences on arthritis
and has formed a
theory to explain how
these environmental
influences would affect
any American with
arthritis. Any American
with arthritis represents
which group?
(population)

Melvin compiles and After several months of When people in Florida
publishes a theory to research on the
reported increased joint
explain why there
negative impact of
pain, Melvin
are more reports of
local pollution on
investigated possible
joint pain reported in arthritis, Sue announces explanations. Melvin
Colorado. Melvin's
an explanation that she
then shared his
colleagues assume
believes will apply to
conclusion with people
that his theory is also the entire population of in Florida, as well as
true for the higher
America. What is the
the rest of the
rates of joint pain
term for Sue's
population of the US.
recently reported in
explanation? (theory)
What is the scientific
Florida. Everyone
term for Melvin's
living in the United
shared conclusions?
States would be
(theory)
considered what
group? (population)
Note. Key terms are underlined in each concept, although the concept and key terms were never given explicitly to the participant.
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Procedure
This experiment took place over two sessions. The second session occurred 48 hr after
the first session. The main components were the pretest, retrieval practice, and posttest, the first
two of which took place during Session 1. All portions of the experiment were deployed through
the MoFaCTS online practice system (http://mofacts.optimallearning.org; Pavlik Jr., Kelly, &
Maass, 2016). During the pretest and posttest, the participants did not receive feedback on the
accuracy of their responses. During the retrieval practice portion, the system provided immediate
feedback which indicated if the submitted answer was correct or incorrect. If the answer was
correct, the system moved forward to the next trial. If the answer was incorrect, the system
displayed the following message, “Incorrect. The correct answer is…” There was then a
mandatory review period of 10 s during which time this corrective feedback was present on the
screen. After ten seconds, the system automatically continued to the next trial. The procedure for
each session is outlined below.
Session 1 (approximately 45- 60 min):
1. Users on MTurk gave informed consent to participate.
2. Participants answered questions regarding current affective state and level of
motivation.
a. These questions asked the participant to rate on a 5-point Likert scale, how
much they agree with the statement “Currently, I am feeling ______” for
the following affective states: bored, confused, discouraged, frustrated,
engaged, and motivated.
3. Participants completed a pretest without feedback.
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a. One of the four sets of concepts was randomly selected, per participant, at
the beginning of the experiment to be used for the pretest. One definition
and one example question were randomly selected for each of the four
concepts in the set. This led to a total of eight pretest items.
4. Participants completed the retrieval practice portion with corrective feedback.
a. Each participant was randomly assigned to one of the four retrieval
practice conditions. Since there were three (remaining) sets of concepts,
and each set contained four concepts, there were 12 concepts practiced
during this portion. Each concept was practiced with three definition and
three example questions. That led to (12 x 6) a total of 72 retrieval practice
trials.
5. Participants answered questions regarding current affective state and level of
motivation.
Session 2 (48 hr later; approximately 30 min):
1. Participants answered questions regarding current affective state and level of
motivation.
2. Participants completed a post-test without feedback. For each of the three sets
practiced, half (i.e., 2) of the concepts were randomly chosen to be tested for near
transfer and half (i.e., 2) for far transfer.
a. Near Transfer: Two concepts from each set were randomly selected to be
assessed for near transfer. For example, in Figure 2.B, the first set contains
concepts 1-4, of which concepts 2 and 4 may be selected to be tested for
near transfer at posttest. To further the example, perhaps concepts 7 and 8
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were chosen for the near transfer posttest of the second set, and concepts 9
and 11 for the third set. The definition and example question for these
concepts that had not previously been (randomly) selected for use during
retrieval practice, would now be used for this near transfer posttest. Figure
2.C shows an example of the three example questions that were seen
during practice (green-shaded boxes), and the one remaining question that
would be used for the near transfer posttest. Two concepts in each set were
assessed in this way, using the unseen definition and example questions
for each concept. That led to four near transfer posttest items per set, or 12
near transfer posttest items total.
b. Far Transfer: The other two concepts in each set are then used to test for
far transfer. For each concept, the participant is asked to write their own
example that shows the relationship between the two key terms of the
concept. An example of this, to assess far transfer for the first concept in
Table 2 would be, “Please write your own, unique example to clearly
show the relationship between a sample and a population.” Since there is
one far transfer per concept for two concepts per set, that is a total of six
far transfer posttest trials.
3. Participants answered questions regarding current affective state and level of
motivation, and demographic questions about age, gender, and highest level of
education.
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Scoring
The definition and example questions during the pretest, retrieval practice, and near
transfer posttest were scored automatically by the MoFaCTS system during the experiment. The
questions were free-entry; the system matched the participant’s response against the root of the
correct answer so that variations would all be scored as correct (e.g., operationally define,
operational definition, defined operationally, would all match “operational definition”).
Responses were scored as either correct or incorrect, receiving a score of 1 or 0, respectively.
Each far transfer posttest item appeared as, “Please write your own, unique example that
clearly shows the relationship between the terms __________ and __________. Be sure to use
both key terms in your example.” With two key terms (e.g., construct and operational definition)
appearing in the blanks. However, an unexpectedly large number of participants wrote
definitions rather than examples. For instance, the following are two responses by participants
(underlines added to indicate key terms), the first of which would be classified as an example,
the latter as a definition: 1) “a construct is an abstract idea like envy, an operational definition
would be measuring envy based on the number of page views of someone's Facebook page and
their opinions about that person vs. themselves afterwards” and 2) “a construct is an abstract
concept that should have an operational definition so you can measure the concept in an
experiment.” Although the instructions asked for an example, and provided a fairly detailed
explanation of what constituted an example, most participants generated only definitions (see
Appendix B for a screenshot of the instructions screen viewed prior to the far transfer posttest).
To exclude the definition responses from the analysis would have severely decreased the
statistical power of the analyses; therefore, both answer types were accepted.
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The first requirement was for both key terms to be used in the response. Responses with
only one or neither of the key terms were not scored. Two independent raters then scored each of
the participants’ responses as either a definition or an example. The criteria for categorization as
an example was to reference a real-world case or specific instance of the key terms in the item
prompt. Simply using the word "scientist" or “experiment” in the sentence, as in the example
above does not meet the requirements to be classified as an example. Each response was then
scored as correct or incorrect (1 or 0 points, respectively). The count of accurate definite and
example responses was then used as the dependent measure in all analyses. The two independent
raters (including the first author) scored a random subset (10%) of the responses. Since there was
a very high inter-rater reliability for scoring the type of response, κ = .95, and the accuracy of the
response, κ = .86, the remainder of the responses were scored by the first author.
Planned Analyses
Separate analyses were conducted on performance data from the near transfer posttest, far
transfer posttest, and retrieval practice. The data from each were subjected to Mixed Analyses of
Covariance (ANCOVAs). Differences in self-reported change in affect during practice (i.e.,
rating given after practice minus rating given before practice) were compared across conditions
for each of the six affects (bored, confused, discouraged, frustrated, engaged, and motivated)
using six ANCOVAs. Differences between conditions in the six affects following the posttest
were also compared using six ANCOVAs. Initially, these analyses were conducted with
covariates of definition pretest score, example pretest score, and before-practice affective ratings.
However, the before-practice affective ratings were not a significant covariate and were thus
removed from the analyses. For all analyses, the alpha criterion level was set at .05 and partial
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eta squared ( η p ) was used as a measure of effect size. Partial eta squared demonstrates the
proportion of variance (in the dependent variable) accounted for by an independent variable.
For all analyses, assumptions of homogeneity of variance and sphericity were met; lack
of multicollinearity was confirmed. When attempting to confirm that there was no interaction
between the independent variable and the covariate, some differences between conditions were
detected. Rather than viewing this as a violation of an ANCOVA assumption, we believe it
deserved additional evaluation. Therefore, an additional analysis was conducted to investigate a
possible aptitude treatment interaction. A regression was conducted specifically to test for an
interaction between aptitude/ prior knowledge (i.e., pretest scores) and treatment (i.e., practice
conditions) on near transfer performance. This could not be assessed through the previous
analyses, since the pretest scores were used as covariates and interactions between covariates and
between-subject factors was not possible. Again, an alpha level of .05 was used for this analysis.
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Chapter 3
Results
Descriptive statistics (means and standard errors) are provided in Table 3. The values for
the pretest, retrieval practice, and near transfer posttest reflect the participants average proportion
correct during each section. The values for the far transfer posttest reflect the average count of
correct responses generated by the participants. Each section is further broken into the
item/response type: definition and example.
Table 3
Descriptive Statistics (Means and Standard Errors) For Each Portion of the Experiment,
Separated by Item/Response Type
Average Performance by Item/Response Type
Retrieval
Practice
Conditions

Definition

Example

Pretest

Practice

Near
Transfer

Far
Transfer†

Pretest

Practice

Near
Transfer

Far
Transfer†

Paired D-E
(n = 52)

.24
(.04)

.61
(.02)

.59
(.03)

2.41
(.24)

.23
(.03)

.69
(.02)

.65
(.03)

1.16
(.22)

Paired E-D
(n = 49)

.24
(.04)

.70
(.02)

.59
(.03)

2.06
(.25)

.23
(.04)

.57
(.02)

.63
(.03)

1.55
(.27)

Blocked D-E
(n = 46)

.23
(.04)

.52
(.02)

.67
(.03)

3.12
(.27)

.22
(.03)

.78
(.02)

.55
(.04)

0.81
(.17)

.27
.84
.65
2.39
.21
.53
.66
1.26
(.04)
(.02)
(.03)
(.25)
(.03)
(.02)
(.03)
(.22)
Note. † For the far transfer task n = 185 and performance is measured as the count of correct responses
generated. Paired D-E (n = 49), Paired E-D (n = 47), Blocked D-E (n = 43), Blocked E-D (n = 46). For all
other, n = 195 (n’s per condition reported in the table) and performance is measured as the proportion
correct.
Blocked E-D
(n = 48)

Analysis of Near Transfer Data
The near transfer posttest performance data was subjected to a 2 (practice spacing: paired
or blocked) x 2 (practice order: definition-example or example-definition) x 2 (posttest item
type: definition and example) Mixed ANCOVA. The first two factors (practice spacing and
practice order) were between-subjects and the posttest item type was within-subjects. Definition
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pretest score (M = .25) and example pretest score (M = .22) were used as covariates. All F-values
for the near transfer data are reported in Table 4.
Table 4
Near Transfer ANCOVA Results (n = 195)

Main Effects
Definition Pretest (covariate)
Example Pretest (covariate)
Practice Order
Practice Spacing
Posttest Item Type
Two-Way Interactions
Definition Pretest*Posttest Item Type
Example Pretest*Posttest Item Type
Practice Order*Practice Spacing
Practice Order*Posttest Item Type
Practice Spacing*Posttest Item Type
Three-Way Interaction
Practice Order*Practice Spacing
*Posttest Item Type

2

F

Df1

Df2

p-value

ηp

8.45
0.07
0.30
0.16
0.10

1
1
1
1
1

189
189
189
189
189

.004
.798
.585
.691
.756

.043
.0003
.002
.001
.001

1.01
0.79
0.55
1.47
7.63

1
1
1
1
1

189
189
189
189
189

.317
.375
.458
.228
.006

.005
.004
.003
.008
.039

7.10

1

189

.008

.036

Source

The near transfer ANCOVA revealed a significant three-way interaction between practice
order, practice spacing, and posttest item type was significant, p = .008. Two graphs representing
the three-way interaction are provided in Figure 3. There was a significant interaction for the DE practice order (the first graph), but not for the E-D practice order (the second graph). Tests of
simple effects were then conducted on the two-way interaction between practice spacing and
posttest item type (only for the practice order: D-E). The interaction between practice spacing
and posttest item type was significant, p < .001. Tests of simple effects showed that for those in
the D-E practice order, blocked spacing led to significantly higher definition posttest scores (M =
.67, SD = .21) than example posttest scores (M = .55, SD = .24), p < .001, and paired spacing led
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to a marginally significant difference between example (M = .65, SD = .19) and definition (M =
.59, SD = .24) posttest scores, p = .06. The type of posttest question on which participants
performed best was determined by what question they had practiced initially. Definition pretest
score was a significant covariate, p = .009. There were no significant main effects of practice
spacing nor posttest item type (p’s > .7).
From the original ANCOVA on near transfer results, there was a significant two-way
interaction between practice spacing and posttest item type, p = .006. No other two-way
interactions were significant (full results are provided in Table 4). The only significant main
effect was for the definition pretest covariate, p = .004. The example pretest was not a significant
covariate. Correlations between the definition pretest scores and near transfer posttest scores are
provided in Table 5.
Table 5
Correlations between pretest scores and near transfer posttest performance
Definition
Definition
Pretest
Practice
Near Transfer
Far Transfer†
Example
Pretest
Practice

Example
Near
Transfer

Pretest

Practice

.283**
.226**
.214**

.291**
-.009

.084

.436**
.097

.115
-.054

.08
.347**

Near Transfer

.182

Far Transfer†

.029

*

**

**

.390

.436

.215**

.170*

Far
Transfer†

Pretest

Practice

-.012
.194**

.100

.112

.118

.247**

-.647**

.248**

.106

Near
Transfer

.139

Note. † For correlations with the far transfer task n = 185; For all other correlations, n = 195. **p < .01; * p < .05
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Figure 3. Breakdown of the three-way interaction between practice order, practice spacing, and
item type on the near transfer posttest.
Analysis of Far Transfer Data
A 2 (practice spacing) x 2 (practice order) x 2 (far transfer response type: definition or
example) mixed ANCOVA was conducted. Ten participants submitted zero correct definition or
example far transfer responses and were excluded from these far transfer analyses (n = 185)1.
The far transfer item type was within-subjects and as with the previous analyses, definition (M =
.26) and example (M = .23) pretest scores were used as covariates. All F-values for the far
transfer data are reported in Table 6.

In all 10 cases the participant’s responses were a combination of nonsense responses, “I don’t know/remember,”
time-outs, and blanks. The ten participants were evenly distributed across all four conditions.
1
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Table 6
Far Transfer ANCOVA Results (n = 185)
Source
Main Effects
Definition Pretest (covariate)
Example Pretest (covariate)
Practice Order
Practice Spacing
Posttest Response Type
Two-Way Interactions
Definition Pretest*Posttest Response Type
Example Pretest*Posttest Response Type
Practice Order*Practice Spacing
Practice Order*Posttest Response Type
Practice Spacing*Posttest Response Type
Three-Way Interaction
Practice Order*Practice Spacing
*Posttest Response Type

2

F

Df1

Df2

p-value

ηp

9.10
4.45
0.73
0.77
18.55

1
1
1
1
1

179
179
179
179
179

.003
.036
.393
.381
< .001

.048
.024
.004
.004
.094

7.03
7.93
0.48
5.96
3.13

1
1
1
1
1

179
179
179
179
179

.009
.005
.488
.016
.079

.038
.042
.003
.032
.017

0.36

1

179

.549

.002

The three-way interaction between practice order, practice spacing, and posttest response
type was not significant. The two-way interaction between practice order and posttest response
type was significant, p = .016, and is depicted in Figure 4. Tests of simple effects show a
significant effect of practice order for both definition and example responses, but in different
directions. For the far transfer definition responses, p = .016, those who practiced with the D-E
order scored higher (M = 2.77) than those who practiced with the E-D order (M = 2.23).
However, for the far transfer example responses, p = .05, we see the opposite trend- those who
practiced with the E-D order scored higher (M = 1.41) than those who practiced with the D-E
order (M = 1.00). This is a particularly important difference, as the ability to generate examples
was the initial purpose of the far transfer posttest. This result shows that those who practiced
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with example questions first (during retrieval practice) were better able to produce examples at
the far transfer posttest than were those who practiced with definitions first.
Although both practice order conditions produced more definitions than examples on this
far transfer task, those in the D-E condition produced 1.77 fewer examples than definitions, p <
.001, while those in the E-D order produced only .82 fewer examples than definitions, p = .008.
A one-tailed independent sample t-test revealed that this disparity in response types, depicted by
the different slopes in Figure 4, was significantly larger for those in the D-E condition, t(193) =
2.12, p = .018.

Figure 4. Two-way interaction between far transfer response type and practice order.
The ANCOVA on far transfer data also revealed marginally significant two-way
interaction between practice spacing and posttest response type, p = .079. This trend in how
practice spacing influenced the responses on the far transfer is potentially noteworthy as it
partially addresses the original hypothesis that paired practice would benefit performance on the
far transfer task. Means and standard deviations in each far transfer response type are provided in
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Table 7 for the spacing practice conditions. Here we see that those in the blocked practice
condition scored higher on the definition far transfer, but those in the paired practice condition
scored higher on the example far transfer posttest. Again, the example response type is of
importance, as it was the desired response on this far transfer task. While these differences are
not significant, the trend for the example far transfer follows the predicted outcome.
Table 7
Count of Average Correct Definitions and Examples Produced on Far Transfer Posttest
Definitions

Examples

Paired
(n = 94)

2.27 (1.71)

1.55 (1.84)

Blocked
(n = 89)

2.74 (1.76)

1.26 (1.50)

There were two significant interactions between far transfer response type with the
definition and example pretest covariates, p = .009, and p = .005, respectively2. There were no
significant main effects of the between-subject factors of practice spacing nor practice order.
Both the definition pretest score, p = .003, and the example pretest score, p = .036, were
significant covariates. There was also a significant difference in far transfer response types, p <
.001, with significantly more definition responses (M = 2.50, SD = 1.74) than examples (M =
1.21, SD = 1.55).
Analysis of Retrieval Practice Performance Data
There were no significant differences in retrieval practice performance across conditions
at the trial level, nor at the level of total practice performance. Figure 5 illustrates the average

2

When run in two separate ANCOVAs (one for the definition far transfer responses and one for the example
responses), the definition pretest was a significant covariate only for the definition far transfer ANCOVA and the
example pretest score was a significant covariate only for the example far transfer ANCOVA, adding support for our
use of the two covariates as separate measures.
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performance on each trial of retrieval practice. Trials 1-24 constitute practice with the first set of
concepts, Trials 25-48 with the second set of concepts, and Trials 49-72 with the third set of
concepts. Therefore, the drops in performance on Trials 25 and 49 are expected due to the new
content. Since performance on each set is similar, Figure 6 provides a more condensed
visualization of performance by collapsing across the three sets of concepts.
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Figure 5. Average performance during retrieval practice for each condition.

Figure 6. Average performance during retrieval practice (averaged across all three sets of concepts).
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Analysis of Affect Ratings
Analyses were conducted on the participants’ affective ratings to determine: 1) if there
was a significant difference in affective change after practice between the conditions, and 2) if
there was a difference in how each condition responded (in terms of affect) after the posttest.
To determine whether there were any significant differences in how the conditions of
practice influenced each of the six affects, six separate 2 (practice spacing) x 2 (practice order)
ANCOVAs were run using an affect change score (rating after practice – rating before practice).
Again, definition pretest (M = .25) and example pretest (M = .22) were used as covariates. There
were no significant effects of practice order, practice spacing, or the interaction of the two in any
of the six analyses. This aligns with the fact that all condition performed similarly during
practice. Average affective ratings from before and after practice are provided in Table 8 and a
complete list of F-values is provided in Appendix C. To further compare performance and
affective change during practice, Pearson r correlations were conducted. Practice performance
was significantly correlated with change in confusion (r = -.28) and change in frustration (r = .33). These correlations suggest that as participants performed worse during practice, as one
would expect, they experienced an increase in confusion and frustration.
To compare affective ratings given after the posttest, another set of six separate 2
(practice spacing) x 2 (practice order) ANCOVAs were run. Only the ANCOVA for boredom
ratings showed any significant effects. All F-values are reported in Appendix D for each
ANCOVA. For the ANCOVA on boredom ratings after the posttest, there was a significant main
2
effect of practice spacing, F(1,189) = 5.89, p = .016, η p = .03. Those who practiced with blocked

spacing self-reported higher ratings of boredom after posttest (M = 2.44, SD = 1.18) than those
who practiced with paired spacing (M = 2.07, SD = .92). We do not believe this is a meaningful
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difference because there were no overall differences in difficulty of the practice conditions the participants completed two days prior,
so an effect of the practice spacing that would not be evident immediately after practice, but rather appear after the posttest, seems
unlikely. Average affective ratings given after the posttest are provided in Table 9.
Table 8
Average Affective Ratings Before and After Practice on a Scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree).
Before Practice

After Practice

Bor

Conf

Foc

Frus

Eng

Mot

Bor

Conf

Foc

Frus

Eng

Mot

Paired D-E

2.12

2.90

4.19

2.89

4.14

4.00

2.04

2.40

4.28

2.61

4.25

4.19

Paired E-D

2.12

2.92

4.19

3.00

4.15

4.00

2.25

2.79

4.23

3.23

4.12

3.92

Blocked D-E

2.23

2.79

4.23

2.625

4.15

3.98

2.35

2.25

4.33

2.65

4.25

4.08

Blocked E-D

2.21

2.74

4.13

2.75

4.00

3.87

2.21

2.19

4.19

2.60

4.19

4.02

Note. Affect abbreviations: Bored (Bor), Confused (Conf), Focused (Foc), Frustrated (Frus), Engaged (Eng), and Motivated (Mot)
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Table 9
Average affective ratings after posttest on a scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree).
Boredom

Confusion

Focus

Frustration

Engagement

Motivation

Paired D-E

2.06

2.81

4.25

2.94

4.21

3.81

Paired E-D

2.08

2.94

4.02

3.31

4.14

3.65

Blocked D-E

2.37

2.91

4.09

3.00

4.11

3.74

Blocked E-D

2.5

2.58

3.98

3.08

3.85

3.63

Aptitude Treatment Interaction
To investigate any possible aptitude treatment interactions, two multiple regressions were
performed for each type of near transfer posttest. Practice spacing was coded as paired = 0 and
blocked = 1. Practice order was coded as D-E = 0, E-D = 1. Since the previous analyses found
significant effects when separating the near transfer posttest by item type, we chose to run one
regression to predict the definition near posttest performance and a second regression to predict
example near transfer performance. Each regression was entered with the following seven
predictor variables: practice order, practice spacing, order by spacing interaction, pretest (either
definition or example depending on whether the regression was predicting definition or example
near transfer performance), aptitude (pretest) practice order interaction, aptitude practice spacing
interaction, and a three-way interaction between order, spacing, and aptitude. The regression
predicting example near transfer performance was not significant, F(7, 187) = 1.40, p = .209.
The regression predicting definition near transfer performance was significant, F(7, 187) = 3.27,
p = .003, r2 = .109. The Beta coefficients for each factor are reported in Table 10.
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Table 10
Regression Output Predicting Definition Near Transfer Performance.
Predictor Variable
Constant
Practice Order
Practice Spacing
Definition Pretest
Pretest*Order Interaction
Pretest*Spacing Interaction
Order*Spacing Interaction
Pretest*Order*Spacing Interaction

Beta Coefficient
.522
.011
.120
.296
.029
-.170
.022
-.246

p-value
< .001
.845
.034
.005
.847
.273
.793
.276

Since practice spacing was one of the only significant factors, a second, simpler
regression was conducted to further investigate any possible aptitude treatment (practice spacing)
interaction. To predict definition near transfer performance, the following three predictor
variables were entered: definition pretest score, practice spacing, and practice spacing by
definition pretest interaction. This model was significant, F(3,194) = 7.00, p < .001, r2 = .099.
Each of the three variables was a significant predictor within the model, as reported in Table 11.
The Pearson correlations between pretest and posttest for the paired and blocked spacing
conditions were, r = .393, p < .001, and r = .024, p =.819, respectively.
Table 11
Regression Output Predicting Definition Near Transfer Performance to Evaluate an Aptitude
Treatment (Practice Spacing) Interaction.
Predictor Variable
Constant
Practice Spacing
Definition Pretest
Pretest*Spacing Interaction

Beta Coefficient
.527
.127
.309
-.290
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p-value
< .001
.002
< .001
.002

This regression model indicates that prior knowledge (pretest) of definitions is still the
most influential factor in predicting performance on a definition near transfer task and blocked
practice (since it was coded as 1) has a positive impact on transfer performance. However, the
aptitude treatment interaction adds a negative coefficient to the model for the blocked practice,
which negates the influence (benefit) of prior knowledge for those in the blocked condition. The
correlations for pretest and posttest for each spacing condition indicate that the aptitude
treatment interaction is caused by a simple main effect in the paired condition. In the blocked
practice condition there was no significant influence of prior knowledge.
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Chapter 4
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to compare four retrieval practice schedules based on
ordering and spacing of different item types. Each schedule was motivated by several lines of
research, as summarized in Table 1. All four conditions performed similarly during retrieval
practice, with equivalent changes in self-reported affect. It is not until the delayed posttest that
differences in the effects of the practice conditions become apparent. This posttest contained near
and far transfer portions to assess memory for items comparable to those previously practiced
and ability to generate novel examples for practiced concepts, respectively. The results from
these transfer tests are therefore the focus of this discussion.
I predicted an interaction between spacing and order such that order of the question types
would only be influential in the blocked spacing condition. I expected this result to be present in
the near transfer results, but not necessarily for the far transfer. I also predicted that paired
practice would lead to better integration of the item types, showing better far transfer
performance. This would also support the notion that item types can be treated as different
representations of the same concept.
Beginning with the predicted interaction between order and spacing, we see some support
in the results from the near transfer posttest. Investigation of the three-way interaction between
practice spacing, practice order, and posttest item type for the near transfer indicates that when
practice was blocked in the D-E order, participants scored significantly higher on the near
transfer definition items than near transfer example items. Since it was the Blocked D-E
condition that most notably affected performance on each item type at posttest, this offers partial
support for the influence of order being specific to the blocked condition. Also, the difference in
performance on the near transfer item types was less for those in the paired condition, perhaps
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suggesting less of a disconnect between learning of the definitions and example, offering some
support for the predicted benefit of paired practice and for the view of item types as multiple
representations of a concept.
Another possible benefit of the paired practice schedule was seen in the analysis of an
aptitude treatment interaction. Results showed that prior knowledge offered very little benefit to
participants in the blocked conditions. If the concreteness fading research held up in the current
work, i.e., in the Blocked E-D condition, there would have been an aptitude treatment interaction
such that those with low prior knowledge were especially benefited by the Blocked E-D
condition. However, the current data show that prior knowledge does not influence the blocked
practice conditions, perhaps indicating that prior knowledge was not adequately activated or
linked to the new content in the blocked spacing condition. The paired conditions activated (i.e.,
was more influenced by) prior knowledge, suggesting that pairing of item types is beneficial to
forming a more connected mental model that incorporates prior knowledge. This potential
benefit of the paired practice is further indicated by the far transfer results, in which the
participants in the paired conditions produced more examples.
However, another interesting story here is centered on the effect of the item order, rather
than spacing. Although all conditions received an equal number of definition and example trials,
it is as if the Blocked D-E condition somehow received more practice of the definition (hence
the higher definition posttest score). This result may be explained by research regarding priming
or entrenchment during learning. Entrenchment refers to individuals becoming firmly attached to
patterns as they are initially learned and having difficulty incorporating new related material that
does not align perfectly with the entrenched concepts (Ellis, 2006; Zevin & Seidenberg, 2002). It
is a perhaps counter-intuitive notion that prior knowledge can inhibit learning rather than aid it.
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Bulgarelli and Weiss (2016) have suggested that entrenchment occurs as a result of overlearning.
They especially warn against overlearning occurring a short amount of time (as in the current
experiment) as it can especially impede the ability to distinguish new information structures.
Since each rephrasing / repetition of the definition items in the current work have high semantic
similarity (i.e., word overlap), this increases the possibility of overlearning.
One classic example of entrenchment is seen in research with adolescent children
learning basic mathematical concepts. In several experiments (McNeil & Alibali, 2000, 2002,
2004), researchers showed that adolescents learning of arithmetic operations interferes with later
learning of solving more complex equations. In this case, starting the children with prior
knowledge that does not translate directly onto the target task (equation solving) leads to lower
performance on the task than those not primed with any mathematical task or information. Even
more relevant to the current work, McNeil and Alibali (2005) replicated this finding in college
students. Their work showed that priming college students with an activity referencing arithmetic
operations lowered their subsequent performance on an equation solving task compared to
students who were not primed prior to the task. Although the initial task (reminding of
previously learned arithmetic operations) was related to the target task of equation solving, and
the priming was merely reactivating prior knowledge, it negatively influenced how the college
students processed and solved later equations.
Similar entrenchment effects have been shown in practice of fraction addition. In adding
fractions with unequal denominators, two situations may occur in which different strategies
should be used to calculate the least common denominator. The first possibility is that a student
can simply multiply the two denominators to get the least common denominator for both
fractions (i.e., in the equation “1/2 + 1/3,” the least common denominator is the product of the
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denominators: 6). The second possibility is that the product of the two denominators is not the
least common denominator (i.e., “1/4 + 1/6” has a least common denominator of 12, not 24).
According to Pavlik Jr., Yudelson, and Koedinger (2011), when learners practice first with
problems in which multiplying the denominators results in the least common denominator,
learners may become “stuck” with using that strategy and do not easily switch to answering least
common denominator problems that require another strategy. However, when students practiced
the more difficult problem first (in which multiplying denominators was not the appropriate
strategy), was no detriment in solving the easier problems. In other words, the learning rate was
higher for transfer from the more difficult problems to the easier problems, than it was the
reverse order.
Based on this theory of entrenchment, those who practiced the definitions first in this
experiment perhaps became ingrained in the schema produced by the definitions and struggled to
shift to examples. Each time an example was practiced (in the case where examples were
practiced after definitions), the participant would be trying to link the new example to the
previously learned definitions. The participant would be especially entrenched in this definitionmindset if the initial practice (of definitions) was blocked, due to the successive repetition of
several very similar definitions. This suggests abstractions may become problematic due to their
invariance, which lends support to the concreteness fading theory previously introduced.
This entrenchment appears to have occurred when practice was blocked with definitions
before examples, but not necessarily when examples were practiced first. The question then
becomes why entrenchment would occur with one item type and not the other. The answer may
be due to an inherent difference in examples and definitions, which is the natural variability that
exists between example questions (and the lack of variability in definitions). In other words,
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there are only so many ways to rephrase a definition, and each rephrasing overlaps with previous
versions of the definition. An example question on the other hand, includes more specific details,
that when changed in a rephrasing of the example, result in “rephrasings” that are less similar
(see Table 2 for item type comparison). Bulgarelli and Weiss (2016) do suggest that such
variability during learning “can attenuate entrenchment effects and allow learners to more easily
form multiple representations that correspond to multiple inputs” (p. 1629).
When practicing each rephrasing of the definitions, all presented closely together in time
(i.e., blocked), a learner is activating the original definitions with each repetition, making the
memory for the definition stronger. So many instances of very similar repetitions of a definition
would have likely led to overlearning, and therefore entrenchment, of the definitions. Based on
this, those who practiced the definitions first (and therefore anchored or entrenched future
learning to the definitions), would have re-activated the definition while practicing the examples,
thus getting additional practice of the definitions. However, when examples are learned first,
each example may not activate (in memory) the previous version of the example question quite
as much. This would lead to more variable, mental representation based on the examples.
Results from the far transfer posttest also lend support to this theory. The two-way
interaction between practice order and far transfer response type shows the participants generated
more responses for the item type they practiced first. The disparity in the type of response
generated (definition or example) is especially large for those who practiced definitions first. As
the intended purpose of the far transfer task was to generate examples (rather than definitions),
this result either indicates an inability of those in the D-E order to generate examples, or at the
very least an over-reliance on viewing concepts from a definition-type mind-frame. In other
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words, they were more likely to disregard the instructions for the task (to write examples) and
“stick with” the format of their initial learning (i.e., definitions).
Those who practiced examples first (i.e., the E-D order), generated more examples than
definitions. As the intended purpose of the far transfer task was to generate examples (rather than
definitions), we view this as a benefit of the E-D practice order. However, this specific
comparison only approached significance and a more robust test of far transfer is needed before
firm conclusions can be drawn based on this.
Limitations and Future Work
While several interesting suggestions can be drawn from this research, there is also
reason to use caution when drawing conclusions beyond the current work. In future experiments,
additional pilot testing may help to further hone instructions to participants. One potential issue
in the current work is the lack of participants properly following instructions regarding the far
transfer task. Prior to the far transfer task, participants were told the difference between
definitions and examples (see Appendix B) and were then asked to generate examples. However,
most participants produced only broad definitions. Whether this be due to a lack of clarity in the
instructions, lack of motivation from the participants, or a combination of both, it did reduce the
quality of the assessment as a measure of far transfer. In the future, additional measures of
varying levels of transfer would offer a more complete view of student learning. According to
Barnett and Ceci (2002), far transfer can be measured along several dimensions that were beyond
the scope of the current work. This leaves a wealth of transfer assessment formats and methods
to be investigated.
The current study was conducted online, using adults from various backgrounds, and not
necessarily seeking a higher education. While this is beneficial in serving as a broader or more
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representative sample of all learners (in the United States), and may be relevant to online
learning or hybrid classes, it is possible the results would not transfer to classroom learning.
Therefore, bringing this research into the classroom is an important next step. Replicating these
results in the context of higher education, as well as testing this experimental design with content
from another domain (e.g., introductory psychology concepts, statistics, etc.) would confirm the
generalizability of the results.
Conclusions
The results of this study identify the influence that order of question types during
studying can have on future performance. Taken together, the results of the near and far transfer
tasks show a detriment of practicing definitions before examples through the large disparities in
how the participants responded to each item type at posttest. Support for practicing examples
first is seen in the ability of those participants to generate more examples for the far transfer test
and having less disparity in how they responded to or generated definitions versus examples.
This may suggest an overall advantage of beginning with practicing example questions, or
perhaps more concrete representations in general, as concreteness fading would suggest
(Goldstone & Son, 2005). However, the condition supported by concreteness fading, the Blocked
E-D condition, did not appear to engage prior knowledge. This result, rather than opposing
concreteness fading, may more broadly suggest that grouping the item types together (i.e., the
Blocked conditions) is not beneficial in real-world learning, where prior knowledge would play a
major role. There is also some evidence that order is less of a determining factor when items are
presented one immediately after the other, and a benefit of paired practice as it appears to
incorporate prior knowledge to a larger extent than the blocked conditions.
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This work may have practical implications for students and teachers in higher education.
These ordering effects may transfer to students studying on their own or suggest that more effort
in general should be made in making connections between concepts and their applications. The
results here may also offer some insight, or be applicable to, instructional design. For instance,
when presenting a lecture, educators often present both definitions and examples, but without
much though perhaps into the ordering of such content. It is possible that building a strong
knowledge of definitions for a certain domain, before considering how the concepts would apply
in real-world scenarios, may be detrimental to their students’ ability to transfer their knowledge
to new contexts, which is after all, an important goal of higher education.
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Appendix A
Bloom’s Original Taxonomy taken from Krathwohl (2002)
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Appendix B
Screenshot of instructions given to participants immediately before the far transfer posttest
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Appendix C
Results from the six 2 x 2 ANCOVAs (n = 195) on change in affect during practice
Dependent Variable: Boredom Change During Practice
Source
Main Effects
Definition Pretest (covariate)
Example Pretest (covariate)
Practice Order
Practice Spacing
Two-Way Interaction
Practice Order*Practice Spacing

F

Df1

Df2

p-value

0.14
0.06
0.04
0.06

1
1
1
1

189
189
189
189

.710
.807
.844
.804

2.27

1

189

.134

Dependent Variable: Confusion Change During Practice
Source
Main Effects
Definition Pretest (covariate)
Example Pretest (covariate)
Practice Order
Practice Spacing
Two-Way Interaction
Practice Order*Practice Spacing

F

Df1

Df2

p-value

1.30
1.81
0.40
1.80

1
1
1
1

189
189
189
189

.256
.180
.528
.181

0.21

1

189

.647

Dependent Variable: Engagement Change During Practice
Source
Main Effects
Definition Pretest (covariate)
Example Pretest (covariate)
Practice Order
Practice Spacing
Two-Way Interaction
Practice Order*Practice Spacing

F

Df1

Df2

p-value

0.07
0.13
0.03
0.55

1
1
1
1

189
189
189
189

.799
.718
.860
.461

2.47

1

189

.118
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Dependent Variable: Focus Change During Practice
Source
Main Effects
Definition Pretest (covariate)
Example Pretest (covariate)
Practice Order
Practice Spacing
Two-Way Interaction
Practice Order*Practice Spacing

F

Df1

Df2

p-value

5.69
0.002
0.10
0.00

1
1
1
1

189
189
189
189

.019
.961
.755
1.00

0.25

1

189

.619

Dependent Variable: Frustration Change During Practice
Source
Main Effects
Definition Pretest (covariate)
Example Pretest (covariate)
Practice Order
Practice Spacing
Two-Way Interaction
Practice Order*Practice Spacing

F

Df1

Df2

p-value

0.27
1.12
0.32
0.004

1
1
1
1

189
189
189
189

.606
.292
.572
.948

1.94

1

189

.165

Dependent Variable: Motivation Change During Practice
Source
Main Effects
Definition Pretest (covariate)
Example Pretest (covariate)
Practice Order
Practice Spacing
Two-Way Interaction
Practice Order*Practice Spacing

F

Df1

Df2

p-value

0.27
0.01
1.25
0.39

1
1
1
1

189
189
189
189

.607
.917
.266
.534

3.29

1

189

.071
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Appendix D
Results from the six 2 x 2 ANCOVAs (n = 195) on affect after posttest
Dependent Variable: Boredom After Posttest
Source
Main Effects
Definition Pretest (covariate)
Example Pretest (covariate)
Practice Order
Practice Spacing
Two-Way Interaction
Practice Order*Practice Spacing

F

Df1

Df2

p-value

1.29
0.49
0.21
5.87

1
1
1
1

189
189
189
189

.258
.483
.646
.016

0.11

1

189

.744

F

Df1

Df2

p-value

0.83
0.16
0.27
0.47

1
1
1
1

189
189
189
189

.364
.687
.604
.494

1.60

1

189

.208

F

Df1

Df2

p-value

1.19
0.87
1.50
2.43

1
1
1
1

189
189
189
189

.277
.353
.222
.121

0.51

1

189

.476

Dependent Variable: Confusion After Posttest
Source
Main Effects
Definition Pretest (covariate)
Example Pretest (covariate)
Practice Order
Practice Spacing
Two-Way Interaction
Practice Order*Practice Spacing

Dependent Variable: Engagement After Posttest
Source
Main Effects
Definition Pretest (covariate)
Example Pretest (covariate)
Practice Order
Practice Spacing
Two-Way Interaction
Practice Order*Practice Spacing
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Dependent Variable: Focus After Posttest
Source
Main Effects
Definition Pretest (covariate)
Example Pretest (covariate)
Practice Order
Practice Spacing
Two-Way Interaction
Practice Order*Practice Spacing

F

Df1

Df2

p-value

0.52
5.65
2.62
1.09

1
1
1
1

189
189
189
189

.470
.018
.207
.298

0.22

1

189

.637

F

Df1

Df2

p-value

0.05
0.35
1.56
0.20

1
1
1
1

189
189
189
189

.833
.557
.214
.657

0.61

1

189

.438

F

Df1

Df2

p-value

2.19
4.78
1.05
0.19

1
1
1
1

189
189
189
189

.141
.030
.307
.664

0.001

1

189

.981

Dependent Variable: Frustration After Posttest
Source
Main Effects
Definition Pretest (covariate)
Example Pretest (covariate)
Practice Order
Practice Spacing
Two-Way Interaction
Practice Order*Practice Spacing

Dependent Variable: Motivation After Posttest
Source
Main Effects
Definition Pretest (covariate)
Example Pretest (covariate)
Practice Order
Practice Spacing
Two-Way Interaction
Practice Order*Practice Spacing
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